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Abstract— This paper presents the development and 

implementation of an ON/OFF control experiment using in 

LabVIEW. The objective of this experiment is to maintain 

the temperature inside a room. An ON/OFF controller is 

designed to measure temperature and the LabVIEW virtual 

instrument is used to control the temperature and ensure that 

the temperature does not go beyond a certain set point. The 

output from the device is either on or off, with no middle 

state. An on-off controller will switch the output only when 

the temperature crosses the set point. If there is a change in 

outside temperature compared to inside temperature (room). 

The implication of on-off controller comes into picture. This 

paper gives us an idea about the development and design of 

a feedback control system that keeps the temperature of the 

process at a predefined set point. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the academic and industrial communities, data process 

control of processes is receiving considerable attention.  

Various technologies are developed to perform the remote 

real-time control using Internet-based technology. 

LabVIEW is one of the well-known software packages used 

in process control applications. LabVIEW uses various 

protocols such as TCP/IP, DataSocket, etc. that allows 

remote control using Internet.  The faculty at the Saranathan 

College used LabVIEW Internet Development. A control 

system consists of components and circuits that work 

together to maintain the process at a desired operating point. 

Every home or an industrial plant has a temperature control 

that maintains the temperature at the thermostat setting. In 

industry, a control system may be used to regulate some 

aspect of production of parts or to maintain the speed of a 

motor at a desired level. 

 Although a control system can be of open loop 

type, it is more common to use negative feedback. The 

block diagram illustrates the basic structure of a typical 

closed loop control system. The Process represents any 

physical characteristic that must be maintained at the desired 

operating point. In this paper, it is the temperature that is to 

be maintained at the desired value. 

II. PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

 
Fig. 1: Process Description 

The Set Point, designated as VSP, represents the user input. 

It is the desired value of the Process Variable, temperature 

in this application. The Controller block is the heart of a 

control system. It accepts the Error signal VE and produces 

an appropriate output. In practice a control may be one of 

several types: ON/OFF, Proportional, Proportional plus 

Integral or Proportional plus Integral plus Derivative (PID). 

These controllers differ in the manner in which they operate 

or process the Error signal. 

III. CONTROL SYSTEM 

In on-off controller, the output is on when the temperature is 

below the setpoint, and off above setpoint. Since the 

temperature crosses the setpoint to change the output state, 

the process temperature will be cycling continually, going 

from below setpoint to above, and back below. In cases 

where this cycling occurs rapidly, and to prevent damage to 

contactors and valves, an on-off differential, or "hysteresis," 

is added to the controller operations. 

 On-off control is usuallyused where a precise 

control is notnecessary, in systems which cannot handle 

having the energy turned onand off frequently, where the 

massof the system is so great thattemperatures change 

extremelyslowly, or for a temperature alarm. 

 One special type of on-off controlused for alarm is 

a limit controller.This controller uses a latching relay, which 

must be manually reset, andis used to shut down a 

processwhen a certain temperature isreached. 

 
Fig. 2: On-off control System 

 ON/OFF Controller Server Program and Logic. 

The LabVIEW program on the server first reads the voltage 

from the analog input channel of the and converts it to a 

temperature using the equation 

q=(Tout-Tin)/R 

 Where Tout is the output temperature, Tin is the 

input temperature. The desired Set-point temperature value 

of the process is obtained from the client computer. 

IV. PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION IN LABVIEW 

First, if you are trying to control a temperature, you need to 

know what the temperature is. Thus, the first thing you have 

to do to control a quantity (temperature) is to measure that 

quantity to see what value it has.  

 Secondly, after you measure the temperature, you 

have to compare the measured temperature with the 
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temperature you want to have - otherwise known as the 

desired temperature.  Is it too high?  Is it too low?  How 

much higher (lower) is it compared to what you want?  

Finally, after you have compared where you are at (i.e. 

measured the temperature) and compared it with what you 

want (i.e. the desired temperature) you should take control 

action.  There are numerous ways you can control a 

variable. 

 Based on this an ON/OFF controller logic is 

implemented using LabVIEW. The LabVIEW block 

diagram of the Front panel and block diagram VI is shown 

in Figure 3, and the logic is as follows 

 
Fig. 3: Process Implementation in LabVIEW 

 Executes the simulation diagram until the Control 

& Simulation Loop reaches the simulation final time or until 

the Halt Simulation function stops the execution 

programmatically. You must place all Simulation functions 

within a Control & Simulation Loop or in a simulation 

subsystem. You also can place simulation subsystems within 

a Control & Simulation Loop or another simulation 

subsystem, or you can place simulation subsystems on a 

block diagram outside a Control & Simulation Loop or run 

the simulation subsystems as stand-alone VIs. 

 

 
 Has one or more sub-diagrams, or cases, exactly 

one of which executes when the structure executes. The 

value wired to the selector terminal determines which case 

to execute and can be Boolean, String, Integer, enumerated 

type, or error cluster. Right- click the structure border to add 

or delete cases. Use the labelling tool to enter the value(s) in 

the case selector label and configure the value(s) handled by 

each case. 

 

 Concatenates multiple arrays or appends elements 

to an n-dimensional array. The Build Array function 

operates in one of two modes depending on whether you 

select Concatenate Inputs from the shortcut menu. If you 

select Concatenate Inputs, the function appends all inputs in 

order, forming an output array of the same dimensionality as 

the array input wired 

 
 Assembles a cluster from individual elements. 

Resize this function to indicate the number of elements in a 

new cluster. You cannot resize this function when an 

existing cluster is wired to the cluster input. When you 

create a new cluster, you must wire all the inputs. The 

elements in the output cluster must appear in the same order 

as the input elements. When you wire an existing cluster to 

the middle terminal of this function, the inputs are optional. 

LabVIEW replaces only those cluster elements that you 

wire. Computes the sum of the inputs. If you wire two 

waveform values two dynamic data type values to this 

function, error in and error out terminals appear on the 

function. You cannot add two time stamp values together. 

The dimensions of two matrices you want to add must be the 

same. Otherwise, this function returns an empty matrix. The 

connector pane displays the default data types for this 

polymorphic function 

 

 Returns the product of the inputs.You cannot use 

this function to multiply a matrix and a vector. Use the A x 

Vector VI instead. 

 When multiplying two matrices, if the number of 

rows in the second matrix does not match the number of 

columns in the first matrix, this function returns an empty 

matrix. Refer to the A x B VI for more information about 

matrix multiplication. 

 When you wire matrix data as an input to this 

function, a VI that includes sub VIs that work with the 

matrix data type replaces the function. The resulting VI has 

the same icon but contains a matrix-specific algorithm. The 

node remains a VI if you disconnect the matrix from the 

input(s). Wire other data types as inputs to restore the 

original function. If you wire a data type to a function and 

that data type causes a basic math operation to fail, the 

function returns an empty matrix or NaN. 

 

 Computes the difference of the inputs.This function 

requires logic resources proportional to the number of bits in 

x or y, whichever data type is larger. If you use this function 

with the fixed-point data type, the overflow and rounding 

modes might impact resources. 

 

http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsim/sim_haltsimulation/
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsim/simulation/
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsimconcepts/sim_c_subsys/#Running_a_Subsystem_in_a_Simulation_Loop
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsimconcepts/sim_c_subsys/#Running_a_Subsystem_in_a_Simulation_Loop
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsimconcepts/sim_c_subsys/#Running_a_Subsystem_in_a_Simulation_Loop
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsimconcepts/sim_c_subsys/#Running_a_Subsystem_Outside_a_Simulation_Loop
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsimconcepts/sim_c_subsys/#Running_a_Subsystem_Outside_a_Simulation_Loop
http://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371894G-01/lvsimconcepts/sim_c_subsys/#Running_a_Subsystem_as_a_Stand-Alone_VI
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 Produces a double-precision, floating-point number 

between 0 & 1. The number generated is greater than or 

equal to 0, but less than 1. The distribution is uniform. 

 
 Computes the quotient of the inputs.If you wire 

fixed-point values to this function, by default LabVIEW 

configures the integer word length of the quotient to avoid 

overflow for nonzero values of y. However, because the 

precision of the quotient can be infinite, rounding conditions 

always occur. Use the Numeric Node Properties dialog box 

to configure how LabVIEW handles rounding of fixed-point 

data. This function always uses the Saturate overflow mode 

to handle overflow. 

 
 Configure relay switch that turns the input signal 

on and off. Returns one of two values based on the value of 

the input signal. Displays a Graphical preview, if available, 

of the function output or configuration. 

 
 Generates the step function for any real number x. 

Specifies whether this function is Scalar or Vector. The 

default value is Scalar. Lists all the parameters associated 

with this function. Select a parameter from this list to 

configure the parameter. When you select a parameter, the 

parameter and its associated Parameter source control 

appear in the Parameter Information and also Specifies 

whether you configure this parameter using the 

Configuration Dialog Box or a Terminal on the simulation 

diagram. The default value is Configuration Dialog Box. If 

you select Terminal, LabVIEW displays an input for that 

parameter on the simulation diagram, and you can wire 

values to that input to configure this function 

programmatically. 

 
Returns the z value, located in a two-dimensional table, that 

corresponds to x and y values you specify.Specifies the 

interpolation method the lookup table uses. You can choose 

from the following options: 

 Interpolate/Extrapolate (Default) 

 Interpolate 

 Nearest 

 Below 

 Above 

 If you do not select Interpolate/Extrapolate for 

Method and the given value is out of range, this function 

returns the value of the end point that is closest to the given 

value. 

V. RESULT 

 
Fig. 4: Result 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The overall purpose of this paper is to develop to monitor 

and control a temperature process remotely. The studies 

concentrated on the development and setup ofan ON/OFF 

controller for a temperature control process using in 

LabVIEW. The experiment was successfully tested. 
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